Abstract. In this paper we describe an approach to programming microcontrollers based on the Arduino platform using Datalog as a clear and concise description language for system behaviors. The application areas of cheap and easily programmable microcontrollers, like robotics, home automation, and IoT devices hold mainstream appeal and are often used as motivation in natural science and technology teaching. The choice of programming languages for microcontrollers is severely limited, especially with regard to rule-based declarative languages. We use an approach that is based on the Dedalus language augmented with operations that allow for side-effects and takes the limited resources of a microcontroller into account. Our compiler and runtime environment allow to run Datalog programs on Arduino-based systems.
Introduction
Logic and declarative programming is often and successfully used as parts of desktop and server applications. We value the declarative techniques because it is easier to write programs that relate closely to the specification (or even write compilable specifications) and show their correctness. Declarative programming has found its place in most computer science curricula in some form (often Haskell and Prolog) as well. But especially in logic programming the applications often are theoretical or only used as part of a larger system. The parts that interact with the outside world are usually written in an imperative fashion. For embedded systems, where rule-based interaction with the outside world is often the majority of the application, declarative programming is an avenue not well explored.
With the advent of really cheaply produced microchips that allow for direct hardware interaction, small and easily programmable systems have found a place in STEM education (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) and are used to teach electrical engineering, signal processing, mechanical engineering, robotics, and of course, programming in all levels of school and academia [1, 12, 13] . Systems like this are ubiquitous in the hobbyist realm and are most often used in IoT (Internet of Things) devices and home automation. We can categorize those systems and the manner in which they can be programmed the following way:
-System on a chip (SoC) devices like the Raspberry Pi can, in principle, be programmed using any software a traditional desktop computer can be programmed with. While the available resources of SoCs are limited, the available main memory is in the dozens or hundreds of megabyte and even the slowest devices have CPUs with at least 300 MHz while the faster ones use multicore architectures with operating frequencies in the gigahertz range. Those CPUs are often found in phones, tablets, TVs, and other multimedia devices as well. And since the SoC devices usually also have a standardcompliant Linux distribution installed, any programming interface suitable to work with the GPIO (General Purpose Input Output) can be used for the described tasks. There is hardly any mainstream programming language that can not be used to program a Raspberry Pi or similar SoC devices. Even the LEGO Mindstorms EV3 platform falls into this category and students can engage with this platform using (among others) Python, Java, Go, C, Ruby, Perl, and even Prolog [14] as their programming language of choice. Almost any technology stack for declarative logic programming can be used on these devices. -In contrast the ways in which microcontrollers can be programmed is very limited. Microcontrollers often use 8-bit CPUs with operating frequencies range from 16 to 40 MHz and an operating memory of 0.5 to 8 KB.
Even the larger microcontrollers like the ESP-family with 32-bit CPUs, operating frequencies of up to 240 Mhz and 520 KB of memory are unsuitable for a modern Linux kernel and userspace, let alone the technology stack for declarative programming. For this kind of embedded programming there have traditionally been only two options. The approachable method that is often used in teaching beginner and intermediate courses is a graphical block-based programming language like scratch that uses an approach of translating code templates that fit like puzzle-pieces to actual C source code. The second approach that is taken on academic or advanced level is to program C code directly. Both approaches limit the user with regards to available programming paradigms. Imperative programming seems to have no real alternatives, even though such systems that can be equipped with sensors, buttons, lights, displays, etc. are, in principle, well-suited to be programmed using other paradigms. Especially in interactive applications like environmental sensing and robotics, event-driven or rule-based declarative approaches are desirable.
There have been many attempts to bring declarative programming to embedded systems. Some declarative approaches, like LUSTRE [8] from the early '90s, aim at reactive and dataflow oriented programming. Comparative experiments with implementations of embedded applications using abstract declarative languages (Prolog, OCaml) showed that while the abstract code is shorter, the overhead for the runtime environments is significant [15] .
In the recent past there have been advances in bringing event-driven programming in the form of functional reactive programming (FRP) to the Arduino platform. The Juniper programming language [9] is such a language that leverages the functional reactive style. The frp-arduino project 1 provides a domain-specific language that is embedded into Haskell in order to create and compile FRP programs for the Arduino.
There are other declarative programming approaches for the Arduino-based microcontroller platform like Microscheme 2 , a Scheme subset for the Arduino platform. In the home automation context there have been projects that allow to declaratively configure microcontroller systems with common sensor setups (like ESPHome 3 ) but this approach is limited to this specific domain and a small number of targeted devices and peripherals.
But in terms of logic programming the Arduino platform is sorely lacking. Logic programming languages like Datalog allow concise and clear descriptions of system behaviors. To use rule-based systems in the domain of robotics and home automation is very appealing.
In this paper we propose a specific dialect of Datalog closely related to the Dedalus language [2] (Section 3) that includes IO operations. We define an evaluation order for the different types of rules (Section 4) and give a scheme to compile the Datalog code to C code (Section 7). This scheme can be used to program Arduino-based microcontrollers in an expressive and declarative fashion which we show by providing some example programs (Sections 5 and 6).
Target Platform
As our target platform we have chosen microcontrollers with the ATmega328 8-bit processor, like the Arduino Nano, Arduino UNO 4 , or similar devices (see Figure 1 ). The ATmega328 is comparatively cheap and widely used. This target platform comes with a set of limitations and design challenges: -There is only 2 KB of SRAM available that is used for both heap and stack data. This means we are limited in operational memory for storing derived facts and in algorithm design with regards to function call depth. -32 KB of Flash memory can be used to store the program. This might seem a lot in comparison but this is also used to store additional libraries for peripheral access that are wanted by the user. This is also quite limiting considering the algorithm design and the amount of source code we are allowed to generate. The Arduino.h header files with pin input and output and writing to the serial port already use 2 KB of that memory, when compiled with size optimization enabled. -A boot loader of about 2 KB is used for the firmware.
-The ATmega328 processor has an operational speed of 20 MHz which is a lot compared to the amount of data we have to operate on. -There is an additional EEPROM non-volatile storage of 1 KB. This storage is slow and is limited in the amount of write cycles. If the user chooses to write to or read from this storage as an effectful operation (i.e. IO predicate, see Section 3), they can do so.
The chosen target platform gives us restrictions with regards to the resource usage to aim at. Since we generate C-code and our approach to interfacing with the rest of the system is generic our approach works for other embedded systems and processors as well. The generic approach is also useful since there already is a huge ecosystem for embedded development. The "PlatformIO" platform 5 (self-proclaimed "open source ecosystem for IoT development") has well over 600 different supported boards and over 6.400 libraries in its registry. There is no reason why this effort should be duplicated.
Extension to Dedalus language
We base our work on the Dedalus 0 language (from here on just Dedalus). Dedalus is a special variant of Datalog with negation where the final attribute of every predicate is a "timestamp" from the domain of the whole numbers. We call this attribute the "time suffix". We give a quick overview over the Dedalus language [2] :
-Every subgoal of a rule must use the same variable T as time suffix.
-Every rule head has the variable S as a time suffix.
-A rule is deductive if S is bound to T , i.e. S = T is a subgoal of this rule.
Example:
We allow for stratified negation in the deductive rules. -A rule is inductive is S is bound to the successor of T , i.e. successor(T , S) is a subgoal of this rule.
We allow arbitrary negated body literals in inductive rules, because the program is always stratified with regards to the last component.
In Dedalus every rule is either deductive or inductive. To make it easier to work with those restrictions some syntactic sugar is added:
-For deductive rules the time argument is left out in the head of the rule and every subgoal.
-For inductive rules the suffix "@next" is added to rule head and the time argument is left out in the head of the rule and every subgoal.
-For facts any timestamp of the domain is allowed as S (written using the @-notation). To keep the memory footprint low we only allow facts for the timestamp 0 in this notation.
If a fact is not transported from one timestamp to the next we have a notion of deletion. But Dedalus is more than just Datalog with updates. With this extension our Datalog program now has a notion of time where not everything happens at once but the facts with some timestamp T n can be seen as "happening earlier" than the facts with timestamp T m with n < m. Depending on the evaluation strategy, any fact with an earlier timestamp may be deduced before those with a later timestamp. The timestamp also captures a notion of state, similar to the Statelog language [11] . This is useful for interactions with the environment.
To facilitate this interaction we add a predicate type and two types of rules that are used to manage effectful functions of the system (IO):
-An IO predicate is a predicate that corresponds to a system function that has effectful behavior with regards to the environment. IO predicates do not correspond to members of the minimal model of our program. -An IO literal is a literal from an IO predicate. Depending on usage this can be considered a (restricted) variant of an action atom or external atom [6, 5] . -An input rule is a inductive rule that has as last subgoal a positive IO literal corresponding to a system function that reads a value from the environment, like the current time or a sensor value. The system function is executed when it is needed to derive a fact for the next state. -An output rule is a deductive rule that has an IO literal as the head. The literal corresponds to a system function that changes the environment, like setting the output current of a pin. The system function is executed when the literal can be derived. -A rule has at most one IO literal in either head or body.
-We also allow arithmetic comparison of bound variables and arbitrary arithmetic expressions within the operands of the comparison.
Program Evaluation
Deduction of facts for the state t n , the following state t n+1 , and scheduling and execution of effectful functions happens in 4 phases (see Figure 2 ): In the deduction phase all facts for the current timestamp are derived. During this phase only the deductive rules (i.e. the rules that derive facts for the current timestamp) are used. In our case we use a naive evaluation strategy (taking the strata into account) that uses the least amount of additional memory but any datalog evaluation strategy that computes the fixpoint can be used to derive the facts for the current timestamp. 2. In the output phase IO functions that write data or affect the environment can be executed. Output rules of the form The effectful functions corresponding to IO literals are called once for every ground substitution of the free variables in the rest of the rule. This is not a restriction since deduplication can be made explicit by introducing additional rules. Let I be the IO literal in the output rule I ← p(X) then the function corresponding to I is executed for every X with p(X) in the minimal model, even though X does not appear in I. With the introduction of the regular predicate I this can be rewritten to remove multiple execution as the rules I ← p(X) and I ← I which has only ever one or no ground substitution. Then the needed memory for the duplicate checks is explicit and transparent for the programmer.
Since order is enforced in the input and output phase of the program we deviate from a purely declarative description. It is not often the case that the order of gathering data from the environment or changing pin states is important. In case it is, the order is explicit to the programmer.
Note that while we allow arithmetic comparison with arbitrary arithmetic expressions, new constants are only introduced by input rules. Since the number of facts for a specific timestamp generated by input rules is limited, the number of new constants introduced is finite as well. While termination does not hold for the whole program (and we do not want it to), the minimal model for any specific state is always finite. We say that our program is locally terminating, meaning that every following timestamp is reached eventually.
IO Literals and Example Programs
Our application is statically typed and we only allow primitive types for our data values. This is why all predicates need to be declared beforehand with the static types of their arguments. As syntax we use something similar to what the Soufflé system [10] does to declare relations. .decl r(unsigned long, byte) declares the predicate r with two arguments and their respective types. Since we have no general mechanism for textual output of relations, we do not need to define names for the arguments.
Before we can show example programs we want to give some IO predicates for the Arduino interface. Users can write their own IO predicates to interface with any number of existing libraries for their system. On a most basic level, an embedded board communicates with the outside world by means of GPIO-pins (general purpose input/output) that are attached to sensors, actors, or other mechanical or electrical components. Basic interface functions 6 for the pins in an Arduino-based systems (see Figure 3) are the functions pinMode that sets whether a pin is in input or output mode, digitalWrite that sets the output voltage (usually between the constants HIGH and LOW) of a pin (both persistent until the next call), and digitalRead that reads the voltage on a pin and gives either a LOW or HIGH value.
void pinMode(uint8_t pin, uint8_t mode); void digitalWrite(uint8_t pin, uint8_t val); int digitalRead(uint8_t pin); unsigned long millis(void);
Fig. 3. Extract from Arduino.h Header Files
We define an IO predicate, which always starts with an # to denote that it is an IO predicate, with its arguments (left side) by arbitrary C statements (right side). Every IO predicate may only have one definition. Within the defining C-statements variables from the predicate arguments can be used (prepended with # as to not overlap with constants like HIGH and LOW). Constants from the outside C-code may also be used as constants in the Datalog-code using # as a prefix. These base functions are part of our standard library but since there are many different community-created libraries, we allow arbitrary C-code for interaction with our Datalog system. We say that the variable P is read in the definition (as its value is used in a function call) and the variable Val is set in the definition. This corresponds to binding pattern bound-free. Every variable that is not read in the definition is considered set in the definition. Some restriction arise from inserting the definitions into the source code "as is":
-If the IO literal is used as the head of a rule, all variables appearing must be bound and read in the definition. The definition is compiled "as is". -If the IO literal is used in an input rule, all variables read in the definition must be bound by the other literals in the query. If some variable is set in the definition and bound by other literals, we compile the use of p(A) with A bound but set in the definition as p(A ), A = A. When the rule is rewritten this way, the variable set in the definition is free again and we use a later comparison to check whether the values are equal.
We give an example program that switches an LED (the internal LED on this example board is connected to pin 13) on when the button connected to pin 2 is pressed, and off when it is released (see Figure 5 ). This program only has input and output rules and defines a minimal behavior that can easily be adapted to arbitrary connected sensors (temperature, distance) and actors (relays, motors).
In the same manner we define the blink-program (see Figure 6 ) that toggles the LED every second using the system function millis that returns the number of milliseconds since the microcontroller has been turned on. In this example we use the deduction phase to deduce actions and depending on those actions we both affect the environment and change the following state. The switching action (turn on and turn off) is deduced explicitly and the current state (on since and off since) is passed into the following state through the inductive rules until the decision to toggle is reached. 
% Deduction turn_off :-on_since(P), now(T), P+1000 < T. turn_on :-off_since(P), now(T), P+1000 < T. % Induction on_since(P)@next :-!turn_off, on_since(P). on_since(T)@next :-turn_on, now(T). off_since(P)@next :-!turn_on, off_since(P). off_since(T)@next :-turn_off, now(T). % Input now(T)@next :-#millis(T).
% Output #digitalWrite(13, #HIGH) :-turn_on. #digitalWrite(13, #LOW) :-turn_off. 
Macro Expansion
In the context of home automation and IoT some tasks are quite common and need to be accomplished in many projects. Some of these tasks are initialization of sensors, persisting of facts into the EEPROM, or delayed deduction of facts, like one second in the future. To facilitate this, we allow for macro expansion in our programming language. Macros are written in square brackets and are placed in front of a rule. The rule is then rewritten on a syntactic level to accomplish the task. We give two macros as an example:
-The setup-macro rewrites a rule [setup]head. to head :-setup. and adds the fact setup@0 that marks the first state T 0 with the fact setup. This can be used for initialization of pins and sensors as well as initial state.
-The [delay:1000] macro (with any integer number) adds rules that deduces the fact in the future (as many milliseconds in the future). The rule [delay:X]head(Args) :-body(Args) is replaced by the following rules:
• Initial time fact: now(0)@0.
• Reading current time: now(T)@next :-#millis(T).
• Deriving the fact that is to be delayed: delayed head(Args, Curr) :-body(Args), now(Curr).
• Deriving the delayed fact when the delay time is reached:
head(Args) :-delayed head(Args, Await), now(Curr), Await+X <= Curr.
• The rule that transports delay forward if the time is not yet reached:
delayed head(Args, Await)@next :-delayed head(Args, Await), now(Curr), Await+X > Curr.
• New predicate declarations:
.decl now(unsigned long) .decl delayed head(<former arguments>, unsigned long)
These macros decrease the program size and using the presented macros we can now show the final and very concise version (without the declarations) of our blink-program. Note that the expanded version is slightly different to the hand-crafted version of the blink-program but behaves the same. 
Memory Management
Our runtime environment uses two buffers to store deduced facts. One buffer is for the facts in the current state and the other buffer is for the facts in the following state. Since we discard facts from previous states and do not dynamically allocate memory, this scheme allows us to not store timestamp data or superfluous pointers at all. For the state transition the buffers are switched and the buffer for the next state is zeroed. The buffer size is given by the user during compilation as some unknown amount of memory might be needed for the other libraries and their data structures. Our facts are stored in the buffers in a simple manner:
-Predicates are numbered (from 1) and we use the first byte to store the predicate (up to 255 different predicates). -Subsequent bytes are used for the arguments. -Facts are stored one after the other in the buffer.
-Empty tail of the buffers are filled with zeroes.
This memory management scheme is very simple but uses no additional memory on pointers for organizing the data structure. Fact access time is linear in the number of stored facts. This is a reasonable compromise since we can not store many facts anyways. Consider predicates with lengths of 8 Bytes. If we want to use 800 Bytes of our RAM for fact storage we would allocate 400 Bytes per Buffer with 50 facts until the buffer is full. Saving memory on facts, pointers, and call stack by not using more complex data structures is reasonable.
Target Code
The following functions we compile to C-code:
-Switching buffers and clearing of a buffer.
-Writing values of the available data types to a buffer.
-Reading values of the available data types from a buffer.
-Inserting a fact into a buffer.
-Retrieving a fact position from a buffer according to the used binding patterns with the first argument for the start of the memory area to search in and one additional argument for every bound value. At least the pattern where every value is bound is used since we use it for duplicate checking on insert of facts. These functions return 0 if there is no fitting fact in the buffer. -Reading an argument value from a fact given the fact position in a buffer.
Additionally we compile the size and memory locations of the buffers (curr buff, next buff), the size of the facts depending on the predicate, and the mapping from predicates to numbers as constants into the code, effectively storing them in the program memory.
-For every rule we generate a function without parameters that returns whether facts have been inserted. -The generated function contains a nested-loop-join for every literal in the body with variables bound in order of appearance in the rule. -The generated function contains an if-statement for every arithmetic comparison.
-Additionally we generate a duplicate check for the fact that is to be inserted, and an insertion statement.
The code that we compile the rule p(A) ← q(A), p(B), A < B to, where all arguments are integers, is shown in Figure 9 .
bool deductive_rule_1() { bool inserted_facts = false; q(A) size_t q1 = curr_buff; while ((q1 = q_f(q1)) != 0) { // find next q-fact int A = q_arg1(q1); // read first argument p(B) size_t p1 = curr_buff; while ((p1 = p_f(p1)) != 0) { // find next p-fact int B = p_arg1(p1); // read first argument
p1 += size_of_p; // advance pointer past seen fact } q(A) q1 += size_of_q; // advance pointer past seen fact } return inserted_facts; } For inductive rules instead of writing the fact to the buffer corresponding to the current timestamp, it is written into the buffer corresponding to the following (next) timestamp. IO literals are compiled "as is" according to the rules from Section 5 with their usage replaced by the C-statements they are defined with.
Compiled Source File
The end result of the compilation process is a C source file that can be compiled to machine code using the Arduino toolchain (for example PlatformIO or the Arduino IDE 7 ) and has the following general format: The setup and loop functions are the entrypoints for the processor. The setupfunction is called once when the microcontroller is started and the loop-function is called repeatably once the setup has finished. The loop function executes all the derivation steps in the proper order (see Figure 10 ). 
Conclusion
We have shown that programs for Arduino and similar microcontroller systems can be written in a declarative logic language with few restrictions using a slightly altered version of the Datalog dialect Dedalus. Effectful operations are introduced by defining an evaluation scheme where local termination still holds.
The Dedalus approach seems useful as it not only captures a notion of statechanges during the execution in an interactive environment, the captured notion of time allows us to use IO functions depending on facts corresponding to the state we consider as "now".
Then we have presented a straightforward translation scheme from our program code to Arduino-C that integrates well with existing library functions. While the generated code corresponds to a naive evaluation scheme, it is not algorithmically complex and uses not too much of the available program memory.
Additionally we showed a method for code expansion that extends the usefulness of our language by autogenerating boilerplate code. This means that introductory examples of Arduino programs written in Datalog are as easy, if not easier than the equivalent C program.
There are still a few open questions and areas for further research. Is it useful to apply transformations like magic sets, SLDmagic [3] , or our Push method [4] with the IO rules as query goals? How well do other datalog optimzation and compilation schemes work with the limited operating memory?
With a focus on the physical aspects of specific boards, can we analyze the program to find pins that are used as input but defined as output and vice versa?
Can we identify otherwise incorrectly used system resources like pins that might be set differently multiple times in the same state, or facts that may not co-occur in the same state (like led on and led off)?
The initial state of the program is known beforehand (there is no dynamic database for EDB facts) and parameters are only introduced through input rules. Can a set of possible states for the application, parameterized in the arguments of the facts, be calculated beforehand and used as program state instead of a general purpose fact storage?
Since the memory on the chip is severely limited, can we give an upper bound on the number of facts deduced for every timestamp (e.g. the amount of memory needed for the runtime system) using functional dependency analysis for derived predicates [7] ? If this was known during compilation, the buffers can be appropriately sized automatically. How quickly can the minimal model for a state be deduced and can we give upper and lower bounds for the duration of one timestamp? The last two questions are especially interesting with regards to real-time applications and safety and liveness properties of embedded systems.
